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M. D., late Physician to the Bloomingdale Asylum for

the Insane, New-York.

AUSTRIA.

“The Lunatic Asylums in Austria,” says Mr. Wilde,

“are numerous. With the exception of Dalmatia, Tram.

sylvania and the Military Borders, each Austrian province

has a special public institution of this description. Up

to avery recent period these institutions wereno more than

gaols for the safe keeping of the insane, without any at�

tempt being made to effect recovery, by moral restraint or

medical relief; and it is but a very short time since the

government thought fit to appoint physicians to these

establishments.

“This table exhibits the number of Asylums, and

the insane confined in them, in 1837:

� Continued from p. 271.
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No. of Asylums. Males. Fern. Total.
Lower Austria, 2 453 465 918
Upper Austria, 2 67 65 112
Styria, 1 72 105 177
Carynthia and Carniola, 2 28 35 63
Coast Land, 1 27 19 46
Tyrol, 2 72 45 117
Bohemia, 1 264 147 411
Moravia and Silesia, 1 45 29 74
Gallicia, 1 149 127 276
Lombardy, �. � 9 746 676 1,422
Venice and District, 16 611 469 1,080

Total,. 38 2,524 2,172 4,696

“There are, besides these, several private institutions

with whose statistics I am not acquainted; the public

ones all belong to the state, their expenses are defrayed

from the Aerar&um, and the receptions are partly gratui-

tous. It would appear by reference to the foregoing table,

in which the males exceed the females by 352, that the

insane females are fewer in Austria than in other coun-

tries: the contrary, however, is the fact: but the female

lunatics being more frequently provided for by their own

families, the correct number is not seen by the statistical

returns.”

It is not within the scope of my present purpose to treat

particularly of the institutions in the Italian provinces

mentioned in the table. I have described, from personal

observation, one of the most important of them, that at

Venice, in a former publication.t In regard to those of

the other provinces, something may be said of the

largest and best of them; but of the minor ones I have

no specific information.

#{149}Austria ; its Literary, Scientific and Medical Institutions. By W. R. Wilde�

M. B.. I. A. Dublin. 1843.

Visit to Thirteen Asylums for the Insane, in Europe.
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1. LOWER AIJSTRIA.

Kaiserliche koenigliche Irren-Heil-anstalt, at Vi-

enna.

Irren-Pfiegeanstalt, at Ybbs.

Privat Irrenanstalt, near Vienna,

2. BOHEMIA.

Kaiserliche koenigliche Irrenanstalt, at Prague.

3. TYROL.

Kaiserliche koenigliche Provinzial Irren Heilan-

stalt, at Hall.

4. SALZBURG.

Irrenanstalt, at Salzburg.

1. LOWER AUSTRIA.

THE INSTITUTION AT VIENNA.

At Vienna, as upon the carnpagna of Rome,

“There is a stern round tower of other days,”

and if the former exceeds the latter in antiquity, it can-

not claim a similar pre-eminence in point of utility. The

Roman structure commemorates the name but not the

virtues of Cecilia Metella; the Austrian edifice is a mon-

ument of the benevolence of the Emperor Joseph the Sec-

ond; and whatever may be its architectural defects, and

how much soever its management may have been inferior

to that of the best institutions of the present day, it has

exercised its charitable mission in yielding assistance

and relief to thousands of human sufferers.

Thie One
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The Narrentjiurm, as it is popularly called, is in the

outer city of Vienna5 adjacent to the General Hospital, of

which, in its organization and financial nanagement, it

is a department. It was built by order of the Emperor

aboye mentioned, who defrayed a portion of the expense

from his private purse. It was opened in 1784, Sand, ac-

cording to Dr. Visz#{226}nik, its present principal physician,

“was the first institution In Europe which, from its foun-

dation, was intended exclusively for the treatment of the

insane.” Its form is that of a cylinder, or of a trunca-

ted cone. It is five stories in height and encloses a cen-

tral area or court. In each story there is a narrow corri-

dor next to the inner wall, receiving its rather scanty

light through small windows opening into the court. The

rooms are on the opposite side, next to the external wall.

There are twenty-seven of them in the lower story and

twenty-eight in each of the others, making an aggregate

of one hundred and thirty-nine. Each room is eleven

feet long, ten feet wide, and nine feet high, a liberal size

cokisidering the time at whi#{243}hthe building was erected.

Part of the floors are of wood, part of marl-stone.

They descend towards the door. The windows are
five and a half feet from the floor, three and a half feet

high and one and a half wide, guarded by iron bars. In

many of the rooms there are iron rings, fixed, by an un-

bedded staple, to the floor or the wall, for the purpose of

restraining violent patients, through the medium of chains.

The bedsteads of the quiet are high, board bunks, those

for the violent and the epileptic, low, plank bunks,

or, in some instances, a mere plank platform elevated a

few inches above the floor. The furious patients sleep

upon straw strewed upon the floor. The beds are all of

straw, generally superposed by a double, coarse shag

blanket.
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The floors of the corridors are of brick. The building

is warmed by hot-air furnaces. No person can enter the

apartments of the patients, and no patient go out of doors,

without passing through the room of an attendant-this

room being the only one, in each story, which opens upon

the landing at the head of the stairs.

The number of patients varies from two hundred to two

hundred and fifty. The first, fourth and fifth stories are

occupied by men; the other two by women. It is re-

quired that in each department, at least one attendant

shall, at all times, both day and night, be present, out of

bed and dressed, ready to attend to any necessity upon

tbe part of the patients. Such of the inmates as have

poor clothing when admitted, those who are suspected of

a disposition to escape, and some others, arc dressed in

uniform. The grounds are very limited, and there is not

sufficient work to keep the patients employed. Some of

them work at joining and turning. They have no bathing

room, no books, no amusements, no musical instruments

and they attend no place of worship. The implements

for bodily restraint are the strong jacket, bed-straps, iron

manacles and anklets, and chains. The last are now

rarely used.

The foregoing facts are chiefly derived from the de-

scription of the institution published by Dr. Visz�nik, in

1845. It will be perceived that they relate exclusively

to the Narrenthurm, which, as will subsequently appear,

is but a part of the establishment.

Mr. Wilde, whose work appeared in 1843, visited this

tower twice, and records his experience in the following

words :-.“ I regret to say that, as far as my inspection of

it was permitted, it remains, to this day, a wret#{224}hed, fil-

thy prison, close and ill-ventilated, its smell overpower�

ing and the sight of its patients, frantic, chained, and
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many of them naked-disgusting to the visitor. With the

greatest care, and under the kindest treatment, insanity

is ever humiliating, even to those accustomed to its hor-

rors; but here it was, and I fear still is, sickening to be-

hold.

“On the first morning that I visited it, a crowd of coun-

try folk, many of whom were women, waited for admit-

tance at the massive outer grating. The bars and bolts

having been withdrawn, they were conducted through the

corridors along with me, as a mere matter of curiosity,

or as one would go to see a collection of wild beasts ;

and, wild as they were, the few who had, by long contin-

ued custom, become familiar with, or accustomed to, the

public gaze, had their peculiar energies soon lashed to

frenzy by the inhuman taunt of some hardened keeper,

who was more than once called up by our conductor to

excite the impotent rage of some particular individual, per-

haps by allusion to the very cause of his or her insanity.

All this was for the gratification of the rustic visitors.

“Further details are, I feel, superfluous; but since I

visited Grand Cairo I have not witnessed such a scene.

This state of things in a city calling itself civilized, and

under the very nose of monarchy, surprised me the more,

for that one of the best managed institutions of the kind

I have ever seen is that at Prague, under the direction of

the intelligent and philanthropic Dr. Riedel; and those

of Berlin and other parts of Germany are models for

general imitation.”

So far from Mr. Wilde. But Dr. Visz#{224}nik,in the work

already mentioned, says, “Humanity reigns as the lead-

ing spirit at our institution. Every thing is given to our

patients which can expedite their cure or meliorate their

condition, and every thing which could retard their resto-

ration carefully avoided.”
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There are, certainly, very striking contrasts, asserted

or implied in these two extracts. “Who shall decide

when doctors disagree ?“ Dr. Koestler, the predecessor

of Dr. Visz#{224}nik,is said to have labored hard for the ben-

efit of the patients. I know not at what time he died,

nor when his place was supplied by the present incum-

bent. There was an interval of but two years between

the publication of the books from which the extracts are

made; but this was probably an important era in the his-

tory of the Narrenthurm. During that period Dr. Visz#{226}-

nik had visited the institutions of Prague, Berlin, Hilde-

sheim, Sachsenberg, Marsberg, Siegburg and Illenau,

and associated with such men as Riedel, Ideler, Berg-

mann, Flemming, Ruer, Jacobi, Roller, Damerow and

Heinroth. Whatever might have been his previous quali-

fications, both natural and acquired, it is not to be pre-

sumed that he could return from such a journey without

more enlightened and liberal views, or devoid of a deter-

mination to use his best endeavors towards bringing the

institution under his care into a condition mote nearly

approximating that of those which he had inspected.

Be that as it may, the tower and its inmates, at the

time of my visit, in August, 1849, presented an aspect

far superior to that which must necessarily have been

anticipated from a perusal of the description by Mr.

Wilde. That the general architecture of the Babel-like

building .is miserably adapted to the purpose for which it

was intended; that it is too much compressed, awkwardly

arranged internally, deficient in light, and, in many re-

spects, superlatively inconvenient, cannot reasonably be

denied. These, however, are defects of construction,

#{149}Dr. Koestler wrote a work on foreign asylums, entitled “B.merkungen
neber mehrere Irrenanstalten von England, Frankreich und Belgian.” It was
published at Vienna, in 1839.
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arising from an attempt to provide for the largest possible

number of persons in the smallest space compatible with

any degree of personal comfort. But the apartments

were decently clean, most of them commendably so, and

the patients were neither ragged, filthy, nor in chains.-.

In the upper stories, partitions had been removed so as

to unite several rooms into one, for associated dormitories.

There was a workshop for the manufacture of chair-seats

and straw-mats, and another for various kinds of paper or

paste-board boxes. The latter bore the evidence of in-

dustry, in a large assortment of its productions ready for

the market. But the defects in the resources for bathing,

exercise out of doors, amusement, recreation and attend-

ance upon religious services, still existed.

I had an evidence of one of the inconveniences of the

building, in the manner in which the patients took their

dinner. No table was spread, for the very substantial

reason that there was none to be spread, and no room for

one of sufficient size. The .food was brought into the

corridor and distributed. Each patient, having received

his ration, made himself comfortable as best he could,

standing, sitting, or lying, with his dish in his hand, in

his lap, or on the floor.

As early as 1803, the tower became so uncomfortably

crowded that a neighboring establishment, originally con-

structed for a Lazaretto, was prepared for the curable

and the quiet. Between the two lie a yard, and the bo-

tanic garden of the Josephinum Academy. The Laza-

retto, as it is still termed, consists of two buildings. The

larger is two stories high, and contains, aside from the

apartments of some of the officers, twenty-nine rooms, of

various dimensions, capable of accommodating about

ninety patients. The smaller has four rooms, or wards,

generally occupied by from fifty to sixty inmates. A
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chapel is �onnecte1 with this department of the ihstttu�

tion, but it is �o ethall as to exclude the occupe.ntS of the
tower. There are, also, �ards for the use of the patiefltL

One of them is fi�rnished with a bowling alley.

At a still later period, a department of the buildings of

the General Hospital was also devoted to insane patients.

This Ira’s apartments for fourteen pay-patients. Each

room contains a bedstead, closet, bureau, table, an arm-

chair, two common chairs, and a night stool, all made of

oak. In short, the patients in this department, aS welias

many of those in the Lazaretto, �r6 mad#{235}very cbiflfbtt-�

able.

The subordinate Medical Officers are two ?hyeicianl

and two Surgeons. The number of attendants, in the
whole establishment, is fifty-eight. At the time of my

visit the number of patients was three hundred and siity.

Nearlyr fi�re hundred had been admitted in the course of

the preceding year. The number wal said to be in-

creased by the political difficulties. A majority of the
patients received soon after the revolution of 1848, and
whose disease was attributed ta that as the immediate or

the remote cause, Were melancholiacs; but many w�r#{225}

suffering tmdet mania of the most excited form,

The prices paid fbr patients, are in the

M class 40 dorms C. M. per month, ) Payabt�
“ 25 “ 3(Y kreutzers per month, � quarterly
“ 9 “ permoath, ) iSa�va�co.’

Tort forms per i�onth, additional,is required fot * spe-

cial attendant.

The following �1tract from the work of Dr. �i�*#{224}nik,’

contains the principal information which! have obtained
relative to the medical treatment :-

VOL. ix. No 4. B
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“It was reserved for the present time to show the bril-

liant results of the cure with cold water in mental disor-

ders. A new epoch has commenced in practical psychi-

atric, since, at our institution, during the last four years,

one-third of the patients have been treated with no medi-

cation other than cold water, even in the most difficult

and complicated cases, and that with the most glorious

results.” The book contains a detailed history of several

cases thus treated.

In reference to the general results of the proceedings

of the institution, during the whole period of its existence,

the doctor says, “We would, by nu means, shun a com-
parison with the most celebrated establishments of other

countries.” He gives a large quantity of statistics, of

which the following are the most valuable.

From 1784 to 1843, inclusive, a period of sixty years,

Men. Women. Total.
Admitted,. .. 7,048 6,228 13,276
Discharged cured, 3,242 2,649 5,891

not cured, 1,742 1,993 3,735
Died .1,911 1,415 3,326
Remaining, Dec. 31st, 1843, 153 171 324

In the department of the buildings of the General Hos-

pital, fiom 1828 to 1843, inclusive, sixteen years,
Men. Women. Total.

Admitted, 749 745 1,48�
Discharged cured, 555 503 1,058

“ not cured, 108 143 251
Died, 68 74 T42
Remaining, 9 25 34
Total of admissions, 7,788 6,973 14,761
Total of cures, 3,797 3,152 6,949#{176}
Total of deaths, 1,979 1,489 3,468

Dr. Pleinming asserts that he has been informed that “the great number
of cures chiefly arose from the fact that all cases of deliriiun treinens, and many
of febrile delirium, admitted into the General Hospital, were immediately
transferred to the Asylum for the Insane.” See Algemeine Zeitschrift fi�r’
Payckiatvie, vol. iv. p. 320.
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Of the whole number admitted from 1839 to 1843, in-

clusive, there were
Men. Wcmen. Total!

Single, 1,047 986 2,033
Married, 642 557 1,199
Widowed, 100 258 358

Total,.. 1,789 1,801 3,590

The expenses of the institution, in 1843, exclusive of

salaries, was 26,283 forms, 48 kreutzers.

In 1848, a Society of Patronage, for the purpose of

assisting poor patients upon their exit from the establish-

ment, was formed in Vienna. Dr. Visz#{224}nik is its presi-

dent.

The Austrian authorities have long been aware of the

defects of this institution, but imperial goverments move

more slowly in the field of benevolence than in that of

war. Armies must be equipped and continually sus-

tained, at all hazards and at any expetise, but suffering

humanity may die or suffer, still a little longer. Effectual

measures have, however, been taken within the last few

years, to furnish better accommodations. A beautiful

and extensive establishment, in the suburbs of the city, is

now nearly completed. Eight hundred thousand forms

have been appropriated for its construction.*

ASYLUM AT YBBS.

The city of Ybbs is upon the Danube, at the distance

of about two days’ journey from Vienna, on the route to

Upper Austria, The scenery in its neighborhood-the

valley of the largest river of south-eastern Europe,-is

diversified and beautiful; and this, together �with the 5w.

lubrity of th� air, caused it to be selected as the location

of Persenberg, one of the private palaces of the imperial

#{149}This institution is now (1852) in operation, under the superintendence ci
Dr. Riedel, late Director of the Asylum at Prague.
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�ani1y qf IJ�apsburg. lu 1717, a large building was
erected upon a bill, about one mile out of the city, and

used as barracks for cavalry. During the wars of Napo-

leon, in 1813, it was made a military hospital, and, in

1814, converted into an alms-house. In 1817, when the

tower at Vienna had become inconveniently crowded,

part of the quiet, incurable patients were removed to

this place, whore a department bad been prepared for

theru.

Tbo building is very large and surrounds two courts.

The insane are mos�.1y kept in the lower story of the sec-
ond square. The corridors are broad and airy. The

court, and the garden used by the patients-the latter on

the outside of the aquare-.�.are intersected by a double,
reWs fence, for the separation of the sexes. The nutn.�

b#{231}irof patients varies, from three hundred to three hum-

4red and fifty. The place was devoted e�clusive1y to

i*curables, and received all its patients from the institu�

uou in Vienna, until 1842, when, by order of government,

t1�e curable of the province of Lower Austria-excepting

die city of Vienna�-were, and still continue to be, admit-

ted. 41t the same time it was furnished with two speci.al
medical officers, a physician and his assistant.

Among the patients removed from Vienna, as incurable,

there have keen many suffering from debility, cachexy,

ic�rbutus and dropay, who, uuder the influence of the
purer air, and the greater amount of bodily exercise en-

3Qyed at Tbbs, have entirely recovered their mental, as
yell as their physical health. The recoveries of such
as were beliewed � be wcurab1e�, are said tq be equai to

4�ve per cent.

Dr. Goa�g has a private ins t�utiou� at Poeblingen,

near Vienna, but I have �o further information in regard
tO�t
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2. BOHEMIA.

INSTITUTION AT PRAGUE.

Prior to 1790, a few of the insane of the city and vi�

cinity of Prague were admitted into the hospital of the

Brothers of Charity, but far the greater portion were ei.

ther kept at home, permitted to wander about the streets

and the country, or chained in strong rooms. In the year

mentioned, a building adjoining the General Hospital

was prepared for the reception of patients of this kind,

and, subsequently, a few rooms in the Hospital were de-

voted to the same purpose.
The edifices of the old convent of St. Catharine were

prepared, the smaller, in 1822, and the larger in 1827, for

the insane patients, and, until within a year or two, have

constituted the principal buildings of the institution. The

quiet and the curable of the better classes were kept in

the larger edifice. Sometime about the yearh.1827, Dr.

Joseph Gottfried Riedel was made assistant physician,

and he has retained his connection with the establishment,

but raised to the place of Superintendent, to the present

time. With a sagacious and acute perception of the

wants of the insane, and a recognition of their capabili-

ties apparently in advance of his time, he soon brought

the establishment into an excellent condition, and gained

a celebrity which, even to this day, is perhaps hardly

second to that of any physician in a similar sphere,

throughout the territory in which the German language is

spoken. As early as 1830, the institution, so far as we

are informed, in its organization, management and moral

treatment, would scarcely suffer in comparison with the
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best of later times. In that year, Dr. Riedel published

a description of it, from which I have quoted some of his

remarks upon restraints, in the introductory chapter. In

order, as nearly as may be, to impart an accurate idea of

the establishment at that time, I shall confine myself, for

the present, to information derived from that publication.

The patients are urged to occupy their time, as much

as will be beneficial to them, with useful labor, and those

who require such an inducement are rewarded. “The

disposition to acquire is so radically interwoven with

the nature of man, that it does not forsake even the ma-

niac. Hence the weakened energy should be constantly

excited by the charm of some small recompense. Most

of the insane are like children; a trifle will stimulate

them to the greatest exertions, or efforts of skill. The

truth of this is sufficiently proved by daily experience.”

Two of the four gardens belonging to the institution

were laid out and planted by the patients, in 1828. They

also assisted in cultivating the rest of the land. Some

saw wood, others carry water, and assist in cleaning the

floors, and in other household labor. Tailors and glove-

makers work at their trade. “Many have an inclination

to manufacture a variety of knick-knacks, such, for exam-

ple, as little baskets from cherry stones; and the skill

thus displayed is wonderful. Some make pasteboard

toilet, jewels, money, and traveling baskets.” The wo.

men sew, knit, embroider, and assist in domestic duties.

Some also work in the garden. “The educated portion

are employed in transcribing, in the study of languages,

or in original composition. A few make herbariums and

collections of minerals. Those who understand music,

perform terzettes and quartettes which they have them-

selves transcribed. At worship in the house-chapel, they

assist so skilfully that even the ear of the connoisseur
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would be gratified. A sum of money has been granted

for the purchase of musical instruments, and already a

violincello, a violin, a viola, a flute and a guitar have

been procured.” The organ in the chapel is played by

one of the patients.

“It is greatly to be desired that every patient should

be employed according to his knowledge or predilection.

The artisan should again find his shop, the artist his studio,

and the learned their museums in the asylum, whereby

the world of dreams into which they have fallen would

be forgotten, and the power of delusion overcome by that

of reality.”

Draughts, cards, ninepins and gymnastics, furnish the

means of amusement and exercise. A billiard table has

been ordered. The patients’ library, now containing one

hundred and fifty volumes, is very useful. The mechani-

cal means of restraint are the strong jacket, the waist-

strap and muffs. Every patie�it is bathed each week,

and the unclean, daily. In every fatal case, a post-mor-

tem examination is made, forty-eight hours after death.
With two hundred and sixty patients, there are forty-

four attendants. The house surgeon reads the rules of

instruction to each attendant, when taken into the employ

of the institution, and to all of them as often as once in

every month. On the 1st of January, 18�7, the number

of patients was 199. During the three years, 1827, ‘28

and ‘29 there were admitted 311; discharged, cured,

161; not cured, 32; died 71. Remaining, December

31, 1829, 256.

Thus far from Dr. Riedel, in 1830. Mr. Wilde, whose

book, as has already been mentioned, was published in

1843, gives the subjoined account.

“This admirable asylum contains three hundred and

thirty beds, and is most humanely and scientifically con-
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dut�ted. It is Well worth the inspection of all who visit

that ancient and magnificent capital. The system pur.r

sued there of engaging the attention and employing the

minds of all the patients by moderate labor, household

occupations and amusements, is worthy of imitations

�J.’he reading, music, and billiard-rooms, though filled

with lunatics, Were as quiet and well-conducted as many

of those used by the s� called sane portion of the pop1.�-

lation. During my visit the band played some excellent

music; and dancing, and even balls have been lately

introduced, with a happy effect. From fifty to sixty pa.

tients are discharged, cured, annually. I am indebted

to Dr. Riedel for the following statistical record during

the six years-.--1835 to 1840, inclusive-prior to 1841.

Men. Women. Total.
“Admitted, 425 326 721
Discharged cured, 26!
Improved, 95
Died, - 182”

We now approach another authority, that of Dr. Visz#{224}’

nik, who visited the institution in July, 1843. There

were then three hundred and forty-one patients, many of

whom were imbeciles and epileptics. The latter are in

a separate department. The houses are heated by hot-

air furnaces. The beds and pillows are of horsehair.-

Uniformity of clothing, among the patients, that is, a dis-

tinct, peculiar and characteristic dress, is carefully

avoided. The establishment is remarkable for its syste-

matic order, and for well-organised labor for the patients.

Among the employments are tailoring, shoemaking and

weaving. A saving of twenty per cent is made by this

home-manufacture of linen. The patients are paid for

their work, and the money thus earned, after deducting

a �iall sum for keeping their clothes in repair, is given

to them when they leave the institution. The tailors had
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seventeen hundred forms due them at this time. Ninety

forms belonged to one man. Dr. Riedel says that labor

often effects a cure when all other measures, both phyab.

cal and moral, have failed.

P�trties, presents, &c., are given, generally as a reward

for, or a stimulant to labor. Music is a daily exercise;

in winter, after supper, in the parlor, in summer, before

supper, in the garden. There are, also, daily, morning,

and evening prayers. At the commencement of 1833,

the number of patients in the house was 262; in the

course of eleven years, to the close of 1843, 1456 were

admitted, making the total of 1718. Of these, 603 were

discharged cured, 34 “not cured,” and 167 improved;

75 were removed to other asylums, and 517 died.

It is asserted that some of the cases were delirium

tremens.

The Prague Quarterly Journal, for 1847, states that

Dr. Riedel had a demented epileptic whose fits were se-

vere, and of almost daily recurrence, with symptoms of

chorea during the intervals. After being subjected to

the influence of ether, by inhalation, the latter entirely

ceased, and the former became much more mild. A

ma�iacal epileptic, after inhalation of ether on fourteen

(successive?) days, had fits much less frequently. In a

melancholy epileptic, also submitted to the influence of

ether, the fits, which had been as frequent as from three

to eight, daily, entirely stopped.

In 1846, a new building designed by Dr. Riedel, was

opened for the reception and treatment of curable pa-

tients. The asylum was also disconnected in its govern-

ment from the general hospital. It is now, therefore, an

independent, relatively-connected institution for curable and

Erinerungen aus der Irrenanstalt zu Prag. von Dr. L. Spsngler.

VOL. IX. NO. 4. C
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incurable:, fulfilling the general German ideal of a perfect

establishment :-an asylum in its highest grade of devel-

�pement. It can accommodate 400 patients, 1.50 cura-

bles, and 250 incurables. Each department has two as-

sistant-physicians, and the two, a house surgeon in com-

mon, Drs. Fischel, Mildner, Merawek, Weber and Keller

filled these offices in 1846.

3. TYROL.

INSTITUTION AT HALL.

Few values are more picturesque than that of the river

jim, as It runs through the northerly part of Tyrol. It is

bounded, on either side, by an almost uninterrupted chain

of the Saltzberg Alps, which, in many places, lift their

precipitous and barren summits to the height of from six

to eight thousand feet above the level of the sea. Its fer-

tile meadows are luxuriant with grass, and grain, and In-

dian corn, and are interspersed with the dwellings of the

peasants, which, from their Swiss-like architecture, add

the charm of novelty, with a tincture of romance, to the

scene thus spread before the traveller.

The city of Hall is about six miles below Innspruck,

the capital of the province. It stands upon the borders

of’ the valley, immediately at the base of the mountains.

Upon its confines, in its upper or more elevated district,

are the buildings of an old monastery from which the

monks were expelled some sixty years ago. They are

now occupied as an “imperial, royal, curative institution

for the insane,” having been converted to that purpose,

in 1830, by order of the Emperor, Francis the First, of

Austria.

Dr. John Tschallener has been its superintendent

since the year 1834; and its present assistant-physicians
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are Drs. Stoltz and Scharting. The salaries of the as�

sistants are 500 and 400 forms, with rooms, wood and

lights. The chaplain receives 400, and the steward 600

forms, with similar perquisites. There are two supervi-

sors, or over-attendants. They are required to read the

rules of the house to the attendants, every month. They

are also responsible for the clothing of the patients and

the furniture of the rooms, of all of which they take a

monthly inventory.

In reference to price, there are three classes of patients.

Those of the first class pay fifteen kreutzers, about ten

cents, per diem; those of the second, thirty, and of the

third, fifty kreutzers. Some are received gratis. The

whole number, at the present time, is one hundred, of

whom seventy-six are men, and twenty-four women.

Many of them are from South Tyrol, and speak only the

Italian language. The principal statistics of the institu�

tion, from September, 1830, to December 3 1st, 1847, are

subjoined.
Men. Women. Total.

Admitted, 232 115 347
Cured, 92 36 128
Died, 34 17 51

Rejecting one man, an improper subject, their civil con-

dition was as follows:

Men. Women. Total.
Single, 189 85 265
Married, 51 30 81

Dr. Tschallener makes a monthly report to the Chief-

Officer of the Provincial Bureau of Medical Affairs, at

Innspruck, and that Officer visits the institution annually.

This is all the inspection to which it is subject, by authox-

ities superior to the superintendent.

The principal edifice is two stories high, exclusive of

the basement, and has the form of a hollow square, the
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enclosed area of which is about 150 feet in length, by 45

in width. This area, or court, is planted with flowers,

and further ornamented by a fountain. Open corridors

surround it upon the level of both the first and the second

floor.

The general internal arrangement of the building is

this. The patients’ rooms are next to the external wall,

the windows overlooking the gardens, the city and the

country. Next to the internal walls,-their windows and

doors opening into the corridors, and, through them, over�

looking the enclosed court,-is another series of rooms

which are occupied by the attendants. Thus, no patient

can enter or leave his apartment, without passing through

that.of the attendant. The stoves by which the apart-

ments are heated are in the attendants’ i�ooms, the heat

passing into those of the patients through an opening over

the intercommunicating doors. The stoves stand near the

wall, through which they are supplied with fuel from the

corridor.

The windows open upon hinges, the sash of each being

composed of four distinct divisions. They were formerly

protected only by strips of iron attached to them, as at

the Charity Hospital in Berlin. This prevented them

from being broken, but did not secure the patients from

escape, when the windows were open. Hence those to
the rooms fbr violent patients have been guarded, upon

the inside, by wooden palissades; and the others, on the

outside, by iron bars. Yet a day watch is kept for the

purpose of preventing elopements. Another, and per-

haps more important reason, exists for this watch, in the

defective arrangements for the separation of the sexes.

When in the corridors, the men and women patients can

converse with each other without hindrance, except from

some superior authority.
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The bath-rooms and the department for the violent are

in the basement. One of the former is small, and heated by

a stove, the other is very large and supplied with numer-

ous moveable,wooden tubs. The floor descends from all

sides towards the middle, where there is a large, circular

cistern, six or seven feet deep, sunk into the earth so that

its rim is upon a level with the floor. This is used as a

common bath, and can be occupied by from fifteen to

twenty persons at the same time. The descent into it is

by a ladder. The shower-bath and douche are so ar-

ranged that their height may be graduated from six inches

to ten feet above the head. The size of the stream 01

the douche may also be varied. They have here, as at

some of the institutions already described, that conve-

nient and useful apparatus, the flexible hose, with move-

able douche and shower implements at its extremity, for

the purpose of directing the water upon any part of the

body.

As a curative agent, the warm bath is much more em-

ployed than the cold, even in mania. The douche is but

little used. Opium is rarely administered, and never in

doses exceeding one grain. Tartar emetic is not unfre.

quently given as a nauseant.

In cases of acute mania, originating in inflammation and

accompanied by high excitement, the patient is placed in

a darkened room, his arms confined if necessary. Cold

applications are made to the head, the feet are immersed

in warm water, and, subsequently, the soles covered with

poultices among the ingredients of which are salt and

vinegar. The diet is restricted, and acid drinks, su#{224}h

as tamarind water holding in solution gum Arabic and

nitrate of potassa, are given. Local bleeding is some-

times practised; venesection rarely.
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There are generally some cases of paralysie g#{232}n#{232}-

rale among the patients. At the present time there are

two. Dr. Stoltz, who has been connected with the insti-

tution many years, says he has never known a case of

recovery. “Everything,” to use his expression, “has

been tried here, and the treatment is now only palliative.”

Many of the patients have the goitre, but are subjected

to no treatment for it. Two deaf-mutes have been ad-

mitted in former years.

One of the novelties at this establishment is an unique

contrivance for the security of persons disposed to suicide.

A sack of coarse, strong linen, about ten feet long and

fifteen feet in circumference, kept expanded at the top

as well as the bottom, by a strong rim, whether of wood

or metal I did not observe, is placed upon the floor near

the centre of the room. Two ropes attached opposite

to each other, to the upper rim, pass over pullies fixed

to the ceiling. The ropes being slacked, the upper rim

rests as nearly upon the lower one as the intervening

folds of the sack will permit. The patient is placed

within this rim, that is, in the mouth of the sack, and the
ropes are drawn until the rim is raised nearly to the cei-

ling, when they are fastened. The patient is within the

sack, and cannot easily escape or injure himself.

“Kindness,” says Dr. Tschallener, “is the basis of

the proper management of the insane, it is my right

hand, as earnestness and severity are my left.”

“I am careful to mete to the insane such measure as

they mete to me. To the good-humored I am good-hu-

mored, to the rude unceremonious, to the proud haughty,

to the submissive affable, to the peaceable yielding, to

the quarrelsome repulsive, and to the well-mannered in-
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dulgent; of the simple I am watchful, and of the crafty,

cautious.”

Again, quoting from Heinroth, “Obedience is the

ground of the physician’s management. He who does

not obey voluntarily must be made to obey. Even the

dignity of the physician requires this. The physician

must be a father to his patients, and children must be

obedient to their father. If they do not obey, they govern.

If they govern, they cannot be properly reared and edu-

cated. So is it with the insane.”

With the disobedient he is” patient and long suffering,”

but he appears to assume, as some others have done, that

with rare exceptions, the insane can behave properly if

they will. Obedience granted, he apparently spares no

trouble in ministering to the enjoyment of his patients.

He grants them all possible and appropriate privileges;

assists in their instruction, accompanies them to parties

in the neighborhood, gives musical soirees for them in

his family apartments, and encourages them in their work

by occasional pecuniary recompense. Some patients

have left the institution with as much as thirty guldens

thus acquired.

Many of the men are employed in the garden. Tailors,

joiners and shoemakers work at their respective trades.

The women sew, knit, spin and assist in the household

duties. The linen for the whole establishment is made

up by them.

Among the resources for amusement are billiards,

nine-pins and a shooting ground. The Tyrolese are

celebrated marksmen. The bowling-alley is but about

eighteen inches wide, and the balls three inches in

diameter. The pins, which are correspondingly small,

are set in the form of a lozenge, one of the acute angles
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being towards the player, and at the middle of the dia-

meter of the alley.

The institution has a collection of minerals and a library

for the use of the patients. A school is taught three days

in the week. Religious services are performed twice,

daily, in the chapel. Some of the melancholiacs are not

permitted to attend.

4. SALZBURG.

ASYLUM AT SALZBURG#{149}

The Asylum at Salzburg was destroyed by fire, in

1818. Since that time the incurable patients have been

kept in the Kammerloheschen Hof, and, as this building

does not furnish the accommodations necessary to a cur-

ative establishment, the curables are mostly treated in

the St. John’s Hospital. The average number of patients

is but nineteen.
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GERMANY.

The subjoined list of the Institutions in the German

States is supposed to be very nearly complete.

1. KINGDOM OF SAXONY.

Koenigliche Heil-und Verpflegeanstalt, Sonnenstein,
at Pirna.

Landes Irren-Versorgurigs-anstalt, at Colditz.

Leipziger Irrenanstalt, at Leipsic.

Irrenanstalt, at Hubertusburg.

Privat Irrenanstalt, Thonberg, near Leipsic.

Privat Irrenanstalt, Lindenhof, near Dresden.

Privat Irrenanstalt, at Pirna.

2. BAVARIA.

Kreis Irren-Heil-und-Pflegeanstalt, at Erlangen.

Irrenanstalt, at Baireuth.

at Irrsee.

at Bamberg.

at Wurtzburg.

Kreis-Armenanstalt, at Frankenthal.

Irrenanstalt, at Giesing.

3. WURTEMBURG.

Koenigliche Heilanstalt, Winnenthal, at Winnenden�

Koenigliche Irren-Pflegeanstalt, at Zwiefalten.

Privat Irrenanstalt, Heimbach, near Esslingen.

VOL. IX. NO. 4.
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4. HANOVER.

Koenigliche Heilanstalt, at Hildesheim.

Pflegeanstalt ifir Manner, atHildesheim.

f#{252}rFrauen,

5. GRAND DUCHY OF BADEN.

Grossherzogliche Heil-und-Pflegeanstalt Illenau, at

Achern.

6. MECHLENBURG-SCHWERIN.

Grossherzogliche I�ren-Heil-und-Pflegeanstalt, Sach-

sepberg, at Schwerin.

7. OLDENBURG.

Irrenanstalt, at Blankenburg.

8. HESSE DARMSTADT.

Landes Irrenanstalt Hofheim, at Darmstadt.

9. DUCHY OF SAXE WEIMAR EISENACH.

Irren-Heil-und-Pfegeanstalt, at Jena.

10. BRUNSWICK.

Irrenanstalt, at Brunswick.

11. NASSAU.

Herzogliche Heil-und-Pflegeanstalt, Eberbach, at

Eberbach.

12. SAXE MEININGEN HILDBURGHAUSEN.

Irrenanstalt, at Hildburghausen.
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13. ELECTORATE OF HESSE-CASSEL.

Irrenanstalt, at Haina.

“ at Merxhausen.

14. PRINCIPALITY OF LIPPE DETMOLD.

Irren Heil-und-Pflegeanstalt, at Brake.

15. FREE CITIES.

Irrenanstalt, at Frankfort-on-the-Maine.

Privat Irrenanstalt, Oberneula�nd, near Bremen.

Rockwinkel, “

A department of the General Hospital, at Hamburg.

16. SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN.

Irren-Heil-und-Pflegeanstalt, at Schleswig.

Privat Irrenanstalt Hornheim, at Kiel.
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1. KINGDOM OF SAXONY.

SONNENSTEIN.

Pirna lies upon the southern banks of the Elbe, ten

miles above Dresden. A railroad connects the two cities,

and as one is passing from the latter to the former, his

eye is regaled by a beautiful view up the valley of the

river. The romantic district of the “Saxon Switzerland”

stretches in fine perspective before him; Koenigstein and

Lilienstein lift their precipitous cliffs, each in solitary

grandeur from the valley which surrounds them; and the

distant mountains of Bohemia lie like clouds, faint, misty

and blue, against the far horizon.

At the eastern extremity of Pirna, a rocky promontory,

from one hundred and fifty to two hundred feet in height,

springs, like an excrescence, from the ridge of hills which

limits the valley of the Elbe, and extending to within a

few rods of the river, terminates in an abrupt, precipi-

tous declivity. As upon the lofty eminences along the

borders of the Rhine, so upon this promontory, the lords

of Auld Lang Syne dwelt in their solitary and ferocious

grandeur. But when, in the course of time, these chiefs

were summoned to repose, with the ashes of their fathers,

beneath the soil which they had trodden so proudly, their

fortified castle was converted to the purposes of national

defense and warfare. This mission completed, another

of a far different nature was commenced. The river of

blood terminated in the clear, broad sea of benevolence,

and Sonnenstein, so long the residence of the destroyer,

became the dwefling of those whose duty- whose
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labor is, to save. For this fortress, at least, the sword was

beaten into the ploughshare, the solitary place was made

glad, and the desert blossomed as the rose.

“Sonnenstein,” says Damerow, “was the morning sun

of a new day in the sphere of insanity in Germany. With

the mildly illuminating rays which emanated from this

high point, came warmth, light and life into the gloom of

institutions for the insane. There, the trembling hope,

the wavering faith that a permanent restoration of mental

diseases was no longer to be considered among events of

rare occurrence, developed itself to the ripe fruit of cer-

tain knowledge, which scattered far and wide, over all the

realm of insanity, the seeds of humanity and philosophy.”

The Asylum was opened in 1811, and, being the pie.

neer of the well-organised curative establishments of the

kind throughout all the German countries, and its man-

agement proving so successful in regard to results, its

reputation was widely disseminated, until it became the

oracle of its sphere,-the Gamaliel, at whose feet disci-

ples were glad to gather knowledge. In 1819, Dr. Rai-

mann, delegated by the government of Austria; in 1825,

Commissioners from Silesia, and also from the Court of

France; and, in 1827, a Commissioner from the govern..

ment of Prussia visited it for the purpose of learning its

special merits. It also counts among its visitors, the

Russian Empress Maria Frederowna. Some benefit to

humanity may have occurred from these proceedings, but

far greater through the physicians mentioned in another

place, who have been educated here, and aie now apply..

ing their knowledge as Superintendents of other similar

establishments.

Sonnenstein is a national, or, rather a Royal Institution.

It is under the general direction of a Board of Commis-

sioners consisting of the Chief Minister of the Govern-
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ment, the Counsellor of the Ministry, and the Govern-

ment Counsellor. They reside in Dresden, and some-

times send a delegate to inspect the Asylum. It has

three Medical Officers, the Superintendent, Dr. Pienitz,

a Secundar-Physician, Dr. Klotz, and an Assistant, Dr.

Lessing. Dr. Pienitz was a pupil of Pinel. With the

present number of two hundred and sixty inmates of Son-

nenstein, there are thirty-nine attendants, besides super-

visors and a night-watch.

Although the institution was originally intended for

curables alone, many of its present patients are incurable.

A person for whom admission is desired must be visited

by the physician of the district, who writes a detailed

history and description of the case. This report must be

sent, with an application for admission, to the Commission-

ers in Dresden. If, upon investigation, they believe the

person a fit subject for the asylum, they forward to its

superintendent a permit for his reception. In cases of

the urgent necessity for immediate seclusion, a patient

may be received upon the parere of a physician; but the

customary preliminary proceedings must, in such cases,

be subsequently made. The price of board and treat-

ment in the first class is 150 thalers, in the second, 75,

and in the third, 50 thalers per annum. In the first class,

from twenty to thirty thalers, and in the second and third,

from ten to twenty thalers additional is charged for wash-

ing, mending, &c. The use of a bed is also an extra

item, but one may be brought with the patient. Besides

the classes just mentioned, there are some patients, in

what is called the Pension-Anstalt, or boarding-depart-

ment, who pay from six hundred and fifty to seven hun-

dred thalers a year. Each of these has a private apart-

ment, a special attendant, and more expensive food than

those in the cheaper classes.
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The annual disbursements generally amount to about

twenty-eight thousand Prussian thalers. One half of this

is paid from the royal treasury, the other by the income

from patients. The expenses of the poor are sometimes

wholly, sometimes in part defrayed by the communes

from which they are sent.

The buildings principally consist in two large edifices,

unsymmetrical and differing very considerably in size.

The larger is occupied by men, the smaller by women.

The internal arrangement, though irregular, is such that

the patients are divided into sections of from five to thirty,

each section generally having a day-room, dining-room,

and dormitory. At the present time, but one patient, and

he a convalescent, sleeps in a room alone. “Society,”

remarked Dr. Klotz, as I accompanied him through the

establishment, “society is a medicine.” The idea is

worthy of a place in the “proverbial philosophy” of all

men. Even the violent, unless they be absolutely furious,

are not permitted to sleep without another patient or an

attendant in the same apartment. An attendant lodges

in each of the larger dormitories, his bed being separated

from the others by either a curtain or a wooden partition

extending but part of the way to the ceiling.

The window-sashes are suspended, in sections, upon

hinges. The windows are all guarded on the outside, by

upright iron rods, as small as is compatible with security.

Dr. Klotz said that this method is generally preferred in

Germany, to all others, and has been adopted in the new

buildings of the Bohemian Asylum, at Prague. The

apartments are heated by earthen stoves or furnaces, most

of which, as at several of the institutions already de-

scribed, open into the corridors alone, and are there sup-

plied with fuel. There are no apertures over the doors

of the rooms, and no special contrivances for ventilation.
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The bedsteads are of iron, light and moveable. They

are generally furnished’ each with a paillasse and afeather

bed, and their principal covering is the light sack of

kathers so generally used in some parts of Germany.

The household furniture, with few exceptions, is no

stronger than that of ordinary dwelling-houses. The

high priced boarders have sofas and other articles to �cor-

respond, but nq carpets.

There are three bathing-rooms, one for convalescents,

and one for either sex of those who are still under treat-

ment. The tubs are made of zinc, and painted. They

are so short that the occupant must maintain a position

either sitting, or but partially reclining. The water, both

hot and cold, is received through fassets over the top.-

There are no partitions between the tubs. The douche

is upon a long, flexible hose.

An apparatus for cooking by steam was introduced

about two years since, but its superiority over the former

niethod,-that of fires, in the ordinary German style-is

still considered as questionable. Knives and forks are a

part of the table furniture; but both are peculiarly made.

The blade of the knife is short and sharpened only upon

a small space near the rounded end. The fork has three

or four tines, but these do not exceed an inch in length.

The purely medical treatment at this institution is re-

stricted, as much as possible, to a few, simple remedies,

as rhubarb, senna, and the saline cathartics. Generally,

the hope of cure is based upon the hygienic effects of a

suitable diet, regularity of hours, the discipline of the

establishment, exercise, amusements�and the other means

of moral treatment. Some use, however, is made of the

douche and of baths. In the two free employment of the

latter, it is thought there is danger of over-stimulating the

skin and thus destroying the healthy balance of vital ac-
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tion between the surface and the viscera. In ordinary

farms of insanity, venesection is never practised. “There

is no indication for it,’� said Dr. Klotz, “except in ape-

plexy.” Even local bleeding is rarely prescribed.-.

Opium is sometimes given, with benefit, in meIancholia�

never, however, in quantities to exceed two grains in the

course of the day. It is usual administered in the form

of Dover’s powder. Tartar-emetic is more frequently

used, but only in cases of maniacal excitement, it is

occasionally employed as an irritant along the vertebral

column. Ether and chloroform have been tried, but with-

out beneficial results.

There have been many cases of paralysie generale

among the patients. “I have been engaged in the treat-

ment of the insane for twenty-five years,” remarked Dr�

Klot.z, “and I have never seen a case of this disease

cured.” Here, the abstraction of blood from patients

suffering under this malady is never permitted. In case

of a delirious access, the patient is placed in bed, a

ment and a cathartic administered to him, sinapisms ap-

plied to the feet, and, if thought necessary, a blister to’

the back of the neck.

Several persons who have been under treatzrient at this

asylum, were ‘blind. Some of them were so, before the
origin of the mental disorder. In some, the insanity Was

attributed to grief for the loss of vision. One of the men.�

patients, now here, has a goitre very nearly as large as

his bead. It is more nearly upon the median line, or

directly superposed upon the anterior surface of the tra-

chea than any which has heretofore come under my ob’

servation. Its weight is chiefly supported by a suspen’
sion bandage carried around the neck. Dr. K. does not

approve of much, if any medical treatment in this disease.

He has a child troubled with it, but has resorted to hygi�

VOL. IX. NO. 4. E
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enic agents alone in its treatment. He says that iodine,

which at one time gained a widely extended reputation,

as a specific remedy in the disease, has no’w fallen into

disuse. He thinks it is deleterious to the organs of gen-

eration.

The camisole and the “tranquilizing chair,” similar to

those heretofore described, are used for restraint. I no-

ticed, also, a common armed-chair, with padded straps

attached for the purpose of confining a patient within it.

If a patient, whose hands are restrained, goes intp the

airing courts, a cloak is thrown over his shoulders, lest

his feelings of self-respect might be wounded. Violent

patients are never confined in rooms artificially darkened.

It is thought better for them to be able to see the objects

by which they are surrounded. If they refuse food, and

successfully resist attempts to open the mouth, they are

fed by means of a tube passed through the nostril into

the esophagus. The floors of the strong rooms are of

brick covered with a thick coat of varnish. Thus they

do not absorb the exicretions, retain no unpleasant odor,

and are easily washed. The waits are painted, and the

windows protected by wooden palisades.

It is perhaps superfluous to remark that, at Sonnenstein,

a high estimate is placed upon the curative influence of ma-

nual labor. Some of the men work upon the grounds con-

nected with the institution; others, accompanied by an at-

tendant, are employed upon the neighboring farms. There

are workshops for tailors, shoemakers, and some other arti-

sans. Persons who have previously been unaccustomed

to labor, are induced, if possible, to do light work in the

garden. Absolute coercion is never resorted to, but the

deprivation and the granting of privileges, and, occasion-

ally, pecuniary recompense are employed as induce-
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ments. The sum of seventy-five thalers is annually ap-

propriated to this purpose. Smoking is permitted.

The grounds to whic’h the patients have access ai�e

several acres in extent, well cultivated and ornamentally

planted. In those which are attached to the men’s de-

partment there are various means of gymnastic exercise,

a bowling alley and a shooting ground. Among the

amusements within doors, are cards, draughts, backgam-

mon, chess and billiards. Music is much practised, the

asylum being furnished with no less than six piano-fortes,

besides other instruments. Balls are sometimes given,

and a general Jesus annually. There is a library for the

patients, and a school is kept part of the time. Religious

services are performed in a chapel connected with the

largest building. A majority of the patients attend upon

these occasions. Since 1834, the Chaplain has resided

out of the Asylum. Many of the patients are permitted

to attend the funerals of those whose disease has termi-

nated fatally.

Dr. Klotz resides in a new building, near the base of

the hill, upon its western side. This house is large, and

contains apartments for patients. The high-priced board-

ers are removed to it, from the other buildings, as soon

as they have become convalescent. The rooms of the

men are at one extremity, those of the women at the other;

and, between the two, there is a large saloon for social

and festive parties. The pleasure grounds of these pa-

tients are upon the declivity of the hill. The first two

hundred and twelve patients received into the Asylum,

were chiefly brought from the old receptacles of Torgau

and Waldheim, and were nearly all incurable. From

1811 to 1839, a period of twenty-eight years, 1,255

patients were admitted, 264 discharged cured, and 391
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removed to other asylums, incurable: 340 died, and, at
the close of 1839, 48 were at home, upon trial, but

not discharged, a large part of them supposed to be

cuk’ed.
Men. Women. Total.

Patients, January 1, 1840, 134 78 212
4dmitted in sx years, to the close of 1845,: 377 278 655

Whole number, 511 356 867
Discharged ...... 138 120 258
Removed to other asylums, 121 112 233
Died, 89 50 139
Bemaining,December3l, 1845, 163 74 ‘237

Of the 258 discharged, it is stated that “twelve-nine-

teenths were absolutely, cured and six-nineteenths rela-

tively cured and mat�rially improved.” That this

method of reporting may be better understood, we add

the remarks in regard to the discharges in 1842.

Of those discharged as cured, it is stated that thirty-

seven were perfectly restored, and twenty-one relatively so.

“That is, the prospect of complete restoration had disap-

peared, and some fixed idea, some mental weakness or

eccentricity remained; but they were so far improved

that the probability of their living out of the institution

without danger to themselves or others, and, in most

cases, their return to forn�er spheres of labor might be

expected.” It should be stated that cases of delirium

tremens have never been received at this Asylum.

I have rarely passed four hours more agreeably and

usefully than those during which I accompanied Dr.
Klotz upon his morning walk through the establishment.

Every thing was in good order, bearing the unmistakeable

evidences of industry, system, discipline, and an ever-

watchful eye of supervision. The patients, if seated,

rose as we entered their rooms. They were all well

dressed. It is no trifling testimony in favor of the German
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institutions that, hitherto, and this is the ninth which I

have visited, I have not seen, according to my recollec-

tion, even one patient whose clothes were either ragged
or patched.

ASYLUM AT COLDITZ.

The incurable insane of Saxony were kept in a depart-

ment of the prison at Waldheim, until 1829, when they

were removed to Colditz.

The buildings of this institution were originally a forti-

fied palace, but subsequently occupied as a Workhouse

until converted to their present purpose. They are on

the banks of the river Mulda, and, as might be inferred

from the object for which, and the time at which they

were erected, are on an elevated site, irregular and not

prepossessing in their external appearance: Dr. Hayner,

the first Superintendent of the Asylum, performed the

duties of his office with distinguished ability. Dr. Zel-

1cr, of the institution at Winnenden, speaks of his career

as unsurpassable (unuebertreffiich.) After his death he

was succeeded by Dr. Weiss, the present incumbent.

The Officers are as follows. Superintendent, with a

salary of seven hundred thalers; Steward, eight hundred;

Secundar-Physician, two hundred; Surgeon, one hundred

and ninety-two; Chaplain, three hundred; Accountant,

five hundred; Assistant-Accountant, three hundred tha-

lers, all with the addition of lodgings and fuel. The

Surgeon does not lodge in the house.

A large proportion of the patients have been brought,

as incurables, from Sonnenstein; but some, whose cases

presented no prospect of restoration, were admitted di-

reedy from their homes. In July, 1843, the number at

the Asylum was four hundred and eleven. These were

under the immediate care of four Supervisors and fifty
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Attendants. Most of the patients lodge in dormitories,

some of which contain from thirty to fifty beds. Attend-

ants1 also, sleep in each, as many as seven being in the

largest. Some of the bedsteads are iron; others, wood.

Some of the patients have horse hair mattrasses. Nearly

all are clothed by the institution, but uniformity of dress

is avoided. The epileptics have a distinct department,

in the day.room of which a blackboard is used by the

attendants to record the time of each paroxysm, or fit,

and any peculiar symptoms or circumstances attending

it. There is, also, in the same room, a straw sack, upon

which, to prevent injury, the patient is placed during the

paroxysm.

Perhaps the greatest deficiency in the establishment is

that of sufficient facilitIes for bathing. In regular routine,

each patient can be bathed only once in five weeks.-�

When isolation does not answer the purpose, restraint is

effected by the jacket or the “tranquilizing chair.”

I have seen no account of the extent to which labor has

been introduced; but from the rank which the Asylum

holds among the institutions for incurables, it may be in-

ferred that this important branch, even of hygienic treat-

ment, has not been disregarded.

ASYLUM AT LEIPSIC.

A large establishment at Leipsic is devoted to the cus-

tody, care or treatment of prisoners, paupers, orphans

and the insane. Each of these classes has its special

department, of which that for the insane can accommo-

date fifty patients. The place is celebrated less for its

perfection, than as part of the sphere of action, during a

long series of years, of the distinguished leader of the

Psychical School, Dr. Heinroth. Professor Radius is the

present incumbent.
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ASYLUM AT HUBERTUSBURG.

A department of the State Charitable Institutions at

Hubertusburg is still occupied by incurable insane pa�

tients. Dr. Weigel is the House-Physician.

PRIVATE ESTABLISHMENT, THONBERO.

The Thonberg Asylum, about one mile from Leipsic,

belongs to Dr. E. W. Guentz. It is said to be pleasantly

situated, and, judging from the accounts of it, I should

suppose that it holds a high rank among the cotemporary

private asylums. it has apartments for sixty patients,

but, in 1844, the number present was but twenty-five.

The doctor, with his family, resides in the house, and all

the quiet patients take their meals at his table. The

excited and violent have a separate department and dining

hall.

The patients are encouraged to work, and they have

access to a parlor and a pleasant garden. The latter is

ornamented with two ponds, of which Dr. Guentz, in an

swer to a published assertion that he used them as a

means of detecting a propensity to suicide, writes as fol-

lows:

“In the garden of the institution are two small ponds

which serve for fishing, sliding, and watering the grounds.

Both are made expro/esso, hardly two feet deep, filled

with water and graveled. These ponds have several

times incidentally revealed to us the secret tendency to

suicide of our patients. To their question whether the
water is deep, we answer ‘yes,’ and warn them against

walking on the shore. Now, if the patient spring from the

arm of the attendant into the pond-.a perfectly danger-

less venture-we not only learn the disposition of his

mind1 but, in two cases, we have enjoyed the pleasure of

knowing that the fruitless leap entirely cured the patient’s
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weariness of life. Whether it was mortification-for it

was a delictumftagrans.-or the letting loose of a long se-

creted propensity, or the surprise-bath and the after-cure,

or, finally, several combined causes which assisted in this

result, �ho can decide? Enough. The reporter has

not yet had cause to disturb the ponds.”

LINDENHOF.

Dr. Braunlich formerly had an excellent private estab-

lishment at Wackerbartsruhe. Two or three years ago

he removed to another situation, near Dresden. I have

seen n9 description of it, nor of that of Dr. Pienitz, at

Pirna.

2. BAVARIA.

En the year 1822, the attention of the people and of the

government of Bavaria was called to the necessities of

the insane, and to the wretched condition of the public

receptacles in which some of them were delained; but

nothing was done for the relief of the fornier or the im-

provement of the latter. In 1835, another appeal was

made to the legislative powers, but to this also there was

no response. At length, in 1842,* when institutions com-

bining the advantages of modern experience were spring-

ing up in all directions around it, and the evil within its

own borders had become too glaring and too generally

recognized to be lightly disregarded, a proposition was

made, and approved by the King, to erect three district

curative insane hospitals, one at Indersdorf, one at Erlan-

gen, and one at Wurtzburg, together with four district

asylums for the incurable, at Irrsee, Regensburg, St.

‘One authority says in 1832.
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George’s, near Baireuth, or Bamberg, and at Frankenthal.

After long delays, and suspensions of proceedings, the

Hospital at Erlangen was finally completed in 1846..’-

This, so far as appears, is all that has been done in ac-

cordance with the appioved proposition. The existing

receptacles, hereafter mentioned, at Irrsee, Bamberg,

Wurtzburg and Frankenthal, are as I suppose, old estab-

lishments. Year after year has passed away and effective

action has not been taken. Meanwhile, the asylums gen�

erally remain in statu quo erant, serving, as Lord Brougham

said to Arago, of an hereditary peerage, “as fixed points

from whic�i to measure the progress of the world.” The

power which created Lo’a Motites a Countess, and be-

stowed upon her the extensive estates of Landsfeldt, has

no funds with which to elevate the wretched insane

from the slough of misery in which they have waded to

us, from the grey deserts of the olden time. Treasures

untold can be lavished upon monuments of bronze and

stone, or upon the marbles and frescoes of chDrches;

the stream of gold may run, with an endless current, to

inlay the floors and decorate the walls of royal palaces;

museums of paintings and sculpture-.--pinakotheks and

glyptotheks may be erected in a style of imperial mag-

nificence; and all these make a delightfully attractive

city for the traveller, provided he look carelessly on, and

do not lift that sombre veil the shadow of which rests

upon poor, degraded, despairing and alienated huma-

nity.

INSTIPUTION AT ERLANGEN.

The new district institution for curables and incura-

bles, at Eriangen, was opened on the 1st of August, 1846.

Dr. Solbrig is its superintendent, and Dr. F. W. Hagen,

formerly of the asylum at Irrsee, assistant-physician.

VOL. IX. NO. 4. p
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Under the direction of the latter, forty-one patients were

transported from a receptacle at Schwabach to Erlangen.

On the 1st of June, 1847, the number of patients was

184; the whole number admitted, 196. Dr. Hagen has

written some for the Journal for Psycluatrie, and has

published a work on physiological psychology.�

INSTITUTION AT BAIREUTH.

l’he substance of our information in regard to the in-

M.itution at Baireuth, is embodied In the extract from the

writings of Dr. Langermann 1 quoted in the introductory

chapter.

ASYLUM AT IRRSEE.

This receptacle is for such insane persons as are dan-

gerous to themselves or others, disturbers of their neigh-

bors, the filthy, those affected with satyriasis or nympho-

mania, and teligious, moral or political fanatics.

THE ASYLUMS OF BAMBERO, WURTZBURG, AND

FRANKENTHAL.

I have met with no descriptIon of these receptacles.

That. of Frankenthal is, I believe, a section of the dis-

trict almshouse.

ASYLUM AT GIESING.

At Giesing, two miles from the city walls of Munich,

there is a small asylum for the Insane. It includes two

buildings, neither of which was originally intended for

the purpose, and both comparatively small. They are,

‘ Psychologieche Untersucbungen. Studien im Gebiet der physiologischen
Psychology. Sraunschweig, 1847.

$ Dr. Langermann died in 1832. Damerow says, “The name of Langer.
mann is inseparable from the history of the development of the institutions for
the Lnaanb in Prussia and Germany. Heis the personified idea,-tbe repre.
sentative of the absolute separation of the institutions for incurable, and cu-
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however, sufficiently extensive for the present number of

patients, there being but twenty-four men and sixteen

women. The largest is old, irregular, and but two low

stories in height. The rooms are upon 1)0th sides of very

narrow corridors. Those for violent patients have double

doors, the outer one close, thick and strong, the inner of

wooden palissades. The former open into the corridor

and, when closed, are fastened, each by a lock and two

bolts, to “make assurance doubly sure.” There are

apertures, guarded by iron sashes, over all the doors.

The windows open upon hinges, each in four sections.

They are protected, externally, by iron sashes. In the

rooms for the violent, they are small and near the ceiling.

The bedsteads are wooden; those for tbe c:uiet are of

the French model, but perfectly plain; those for the vio-

lent, low, plank bunks. Large stoves in the corridors are

the only means by which the apartments are heated.

One of the largest rooms answers the double purpose of

dining-room and chapel. Religious services are held on

Sundays and Wednesdays, by a clergyman who resides

in Munich.

The implements of restraint are the jacket and the

I was about to write the “tranquilizing chair,”

but my pen stopped as if it trembled at the apparent sa-

crilege of language. Rocks and shoals to be shunned,

as well as channels to pursue, are described for the ben-

efit of navigators. Upon this principle, a few words in

regard to the chair used in this asylum may be justifia-

ble. Its general construction, like those already descri-

bed, is of strong plank, put together in the simplest pos-

sible form. The sides project farther forwards than the

body of the patient when he is seated; and from the

height of the knees, downwards, they extend beyond the

feet. The patient being seated, a door is closed in front
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of the feet and legs, a lid closed over the whole extent

of the thighs, and a board, fitted into grooves in the sides,

is slipped down in front of the head and body. The oc-�

cupant may well consider himself, in more than one sig-

nifleation of the phrase, “in a box.” His head alone is

visible to the by-stander. But to complete the sum of

his felicity, two blocks of strong wood, perhaps eight

inches in lengtl� by from one to two in thickness, project

over his shoulders, and effectually render futile any at-

tempts to rise. They are connected with a mechanical

arrangement at the back of the chair, so that, by turning

a screw, they can be adapted to persons of different sta-

tures.

It will be perceived that this article of furniture is a

near relative of the Tyrolese chair mentione4 in the in-

troductory chapter. It is, at least, its cousin-German.

Though belonging to the same family, class, order and.

genus, it is not of the same species, and hence, also, it

was esteemed worthy of description. There are but few

thiztgs which cannot be devoted to some useful purpose.

This chair even might be made, to some extent, a “tran-

quilizer,” in the legitimate signification of the word, to

the patients. Ashes are excellept nutriment for growing

vegetables; and a plenty of vegetables, qualified by a

due proportion of meat, are, as a general rule, the most

potent agents hitherto discovered for the promotion of

tranquillity in an asylum for the insane.

I do not wish to treat this subject lightly. If any of

the words here written would appear as evidence to the

contrary, they are but as the small bubb1es-�--the evanes-

cent foam upon the rippling surface of the deep, deep

sea. Let it be passed to the credit of the Germans that

they call this chair, of whatever specific construction, and
wherever used, by its appropriate name, the zwang-stulil,
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the forcing or coercion chair. They have not at-

tempted to gloss over its hideous deformities, or conceal

its manifold horrors, by a most ingeniously sophistical

use of the beautiful epithet “tranquilizing.” “Tran-

quilizing” indeed! there are tales of wretchedness, of

suffering, of torture connected with that same “tranquil-

izing-chair,” which, if they could be accurately written,

would obviate the necessity for further proofs that “truth

is strange-stranger than fiction.” Tranquilizing? Why

use the term specifically for this chair? There are

many implements to which it is equally applicable. The

sword, the gibbet, the guillotine, the sack which sinks

with its living occupant beneath the blue waters of the

Bosphorus-are they not “ tranquilizing?” Marino Faliero

and Antonio Lopez were “tranquilized ;“ so were Anna

Boleyn and Lady Jane Grey, Cranmer, Latimer, Ridley,

and John Rogers. I have seen the insane of the Timar-

han#{232}atConstantinople, in chains, and I have seen patients

in various countries, confined in the “tranquilizing-chair,”

and I write with all the earnestness of sincere conviction

when I here assert that, so far as the restraint, or the

means of effecting that restraint is concej�ned, the con-

dition of the Turks was the most comfortable, or, rather,

the least uncomfortable, the least fearful, the most desi-

rable. It appears to me that no impartial observer, after

fully investigating the subject, couldJ possibly arrive at a

different conclusion.*

But, to return to Giesing, whence I have wandered

widely, but not with premeditation. The smaller build-

ing of the asylum is devoted to the convalescent. It is

an ordinary dwelling-house, in which they have very

comfortable accommodations. A garden, several acres

* The original model of the confining chair generally used in Germany, was

carried from England, by Dr. Jacobi.
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in extent, adjoins the buildings, and is cultivated, in part,

by the patients. At the time of my visit, the men were

mostly out of doors. Two of the patients, one of either

sex, are blind, having lost their sight prior to the invasion

of the mental disorder. The use of tobacco and snuff is

permitted.

This asylum belongs to the city of Munich. It has no

resident medical officer, the treatment of the patients

being entrusted to a visiting physician. I did not see him,

and therefore cannot speak of his system of medication.

The asylum has a bath-room furnished with three metal-

lic baths and a douche. The water of the latter may be

made to fall fifteen feet. The patients are under tbe im-

mediate care of four attendants.

3. WURTEMBURG.�

WINNENTHAL.

The town of Winnenden is about fifteen miles from

Stuttgard, the capital of the kingdom of Wurtemburg,

and may be reached, from that place, by a sceliwagen

* According to a census made by Dr. Roesch, in 1846, there were, at that

time, within �he limits of the kingdom of Wurtemburg, about five hundred
cretin.. I bave seen no statement of the number of other idiots. In 1835, the
institution for this unfortunate class of the population of the kingdom, was esta.
bushed at Wildebred. It was founded by private subscriptions, but was subse-
quently assisted by the royal government. It was under the direction of an
ecclesiastic named Haldenwhang. In 1847, it had twenty.four pupils, some of
whom, it is said, were “cured.” In May of the year last-mentioned, this insti.
tution was merged into that of Mariabera, then just opened.

The school of Mariaherg is in the buili’ings of a suppressed monastery, situa-
ted in a s�.Iubrious region, two thousand two hundred feet above the level of the
sea. It has accommodations for one hundred aiid fifty pupils. One year after
it was opened, that is, in 1848, the number was forty-iwo, of whom twenty-five
were boys and seventeen girls. Dr. Muller is at the head of another similar,
though much smaller establishment, which has been founded at Kieob, in the
district of Vachsiugen. In 11448 it had twelve pupils, two of whom are sup-
ported by the king. Mr. }Jellerisch, a pupil of Dr. Gugenbuhi, at his celebra-
ted establishment upon the Abendberg, in Switzerland, and subsequently a
teacher at the institution of Mariaberg, has opened a private school near Stutt-
gard. Soon after it was commenced he bed nine pupils. It will thus be per-
ceived that the noble example set by Gogenbuhl, by Saegert of Berlin, and by
Seguin and Voisin of Paris, has been so far followed, in Wurtemburg, as to give
promise of extensive and beneficial results in the future.
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which runs regularly between the two. It is a pretty

compact settlement, and in its immediate outskirts stands

the Winnenthal Royal Hospital for the Insane. It was

intended for curables alone, but many are admitted in

whose cases the prospect of restoration are very slight.

The superintendent, (now Dr. Zeller,) is appointed by

the king. The assistant-physician, and the steward, who

acts as surgeon, receive their places from the same au-

thority, but are nominated by the superintendent. An an-

nual appropriation of eight thousand five hundred forms

towards defraying the expenses of the establishment, is

received from the royal treasury. The poor are main-

tained by the communes whence they are brought. A

commissioner of the government sometimes inspects the

hospital, but no such visit has occurred during the last

five years. I remarked to Dr. Zeller that great confi-

dence must be placed in him, if he was permitted to

pursue his course independently, and without examina-

tion, fom so long a period.

#{149}“What need is there of inspection ?“ said he; “every

thing that occurs here is known in Stutugard.”

“And perhaps much which does not occur,” I sug-

gested.

“A great deal,” he rejoined; and I consequently ar-
rived at the very sage conclusion that human nature, in

Wurtemburg, bears a striking resemblance to itself in

some other countries.

The building at Winnenthal was originally a monas-

tery. After the expulsion of the monks it was converted
into a royal palace, afid finally given up for its present

purpose. Its site is low, a circumstance to be the more

regretted, as there are many others, much more beautiful,

on the neighboring hills. It is three stories in height, and

forms three sides of a rectangle, of which the longest,
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the front, is about three hundred feet, and the others-

the receding wings-apparently of half that length. In

some parts, the rooms are upon both sides of the corri-

dor, in others, upon but one. The floors in some of the

corridors are stone. Stoves, some earthen, others iron,

are used for heating. The windows are guarded exter-

nally, some by a coarse reticulum of wire, others by iron

bars. The sashes of each are in four divisions, and open

upon hinges. Doors and windows, and, in some of the

wards, apertures over the doors, are the channels of ven-

tilation. The bedsteads are generally similar to the

French pattern, but quite plain in construction. In the

apartments of some of the “boarders,” however, they

are more ornamental, and are accompanied by sofas,

wardrobes and other convenient furniture.

In the department for the violent the rooms are each

twenty-two feet long, eleven feet wide, and twelve feet

high. in the ceiling, there is a pretty large aperture

opening directly into the attic, and serving the double

purpose of ventilation and secret observation of the pa-

tient. The windows are high and protected by a wire

reticulum. The walls are wainscoted. The floors are

wood, saturated with a decoction of nutshells and var-

nished. They descend towards the corridor. The bed-

stead, a low, plank bunk, is in the middle of the room,
with a strong table and seat between it and the door.

They are fastened to the floor. In the receding wings,

the dormitories are upon the west side and the day-

rooms on the east. This arrangement not only affords

the best economy of sunlight, but prevents the patients

from communicating with each other, by voice or sign,

across the intervening court. The general disposition of

the patients is as follows :-Those of the first class are

in the third story, those of the second in the second story,
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and those of the third, upon the ground floor. Each patient

in the first class has a sitting-room and an adjoining dor-

mitory. In the second and third classes, they are associa-

ted, during the days In groups of from tWo to eight, and, at

night, of’ from two to five, in some instances accompanied

by an attendant. The present number of patients is one

hundred and ten. Nearly two-thirds of the admissions are

of men. The proportion of attendants to patients is about

as one to six. They are furnished with two small books*

of rules, one relating to the general house-regulations, the

other specifically to their own duties. These Were pub-

lished in 1834, the year in which the institution was

opened.

Dr. Zeller has already been mentioned as the leader

of the Psycho-Somatic School. Whatever be the opin-

ions of others who are attached to this section, or in what

manner soever his general doctrine may be modified in

its details, it is evident that he believes the origin of in-

sanity to be physiological rather than psychological, since,

in his writings. he frequently uses the expression, “The

bodily lesion which lies at the ground of the mental dis-

order.” But, to whatsoever school he may belong, theo-

retically, his practical career has been distinguis�xed for

ability and success. Some writer, Morel, I believe, as-

serts thatr under his direction, Win nenthal soon acquired

such celebrity that patients among the wealthier classes

of society, in all the German States, were brought to it

for treatment; and, in his report published at the close of
1846, Dr. Zeller remarks that, during the past year, he

had been obliged to reject nearly a hundred applications

for admission from foreigners. At the time of my arrival

at Winnenthal I knew nothing of him but his name, and

#{149}Haus-Orditung fur die koen�gliche Heil-Anstalt, Winnenthal, 1834. Diens(�-

anweisung fur die Waerter und Waerterinnen der Koeniglichen Heil-Ansikis
Winnenthal, 1834.

VOL. IX. NO. 4. G
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the mere fact that he was the Superintendent of that In-

stitution. I was but a few hours in his company; yet

this was sufficient to awaken for him the sentiment of

profound and abiding respect, a high and enduring admi-

ration of his mental and moral characteristics. His rather

light, frame, nervous bilious in constitution, appears, to an

extent which I have rarely observed, the mere receptacle

or nucleus of the all-pervading and predominating spirit;

the transparent medium, which, like the shade of glass

around a solar lamp, partially tempers and subdues the

effulgence of the luminary within, and thus renders it the

more useful. I apprehend that he bears within him the

permanent and ever-salient conviction of the importance,

the dignity, the seriousness, the solemnity even of his

calling, as dealing with beings “but little lower than the

angels.” With this conviction, and in the calmness and

serenity of a pure religious faith, not with bigotry, cant,

or the ostentation of a questionable piety, he goes steadily

and unswervingly onward in the accomplishment of his

mission.

In acute mania, accompanied by high excitement, the

patient at Winnenthal is generally subjected to the pro-

longed bath, warm, or tepid, with cold affusions, by

means of a moveable shower, upon the head, at short in-

tervals. General bleeding, in these cases, is now never

practised. The following allusions to this subject are

found in the Reports by the Superintendent.

“As, in decidedly the greater part of cases, the hyper-

emia of the brain is of a passive nature, arising from

debility of the cerebral energy, it is clear that monstrous

mistakes are made by treating the insane by venesection.

We have recently had evidence of this, in several cases,

in which general blood-letting quickly converted melan-

cholia into violent mania or imbecility.
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“In later days, the idea of irritation has taken place of

that of inflammation, because the delusion of seeking the

cause of all mental disorders in the blood and bloodves-

sels has been perceived. This has at least, and for the

first time, effected thus much; it has checked the insane

bloods/tedding of earlier times.”

The plunge-baths and the douche are used only in cases

of torpor of the brain. Opium is never given ir� mania.

It has beers found useful in some cases of melancholia,

in quantities of from one to three grains daily, in divided

doses. Antimony is more frequently employed, generally

as a nauseant for highly excited patients. It is not used

externally. Arnica is sometimes used as an excitant, and

the extractum gratiola� in cases of obstinate constipa-

tion. Digitalis is frequently given in the following com-

bination.

“B. - Herb: Digital., grs. xx.
Fol: Senna�, gre. lxxx.
Sem: Fa�nic., gre. xxx.

“Infunde aqua fervida: adde,-
Magnes: Sulph., gre. lx.
Ant: et Potass: Tart. gre ii..

The formula is highly recommended in the “Annales

Psychologiques,” but we are not informed of the nature

of the cases in which it is useful. From its composition,

it is evidently intended to be used in mania. In amnenor-

rhcea, Dr. Zeller employs an infusion of from one to two

drachms each, of senna-leaves and balm, in six ounces

of water, to which is added from two to four drachms of

borax. This medicine is called the mistura Zelleri. It

is apparent that, as a general rule, the medical treatment

is considered, at this institution, as of secondary import-

ance. In the Report of 1837, it is stated that the medi-

cines employed are few and simple, and that much suc-

cess has followed the use of mineral waters and herb in.
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fusions. Again, in the Report of 1840, we find the fol-

lowing remarks.

“During the past year not a few of the patients have

recovered without any medical treatment, but merely

entering within the judicious, (vernunflig) earnest and
iafl’ect,ionate circle of the house.”

Dr. Zeller’s remarks, in 1838, upon the use of restrain-

ing apparatus, have already been quoted. Restraining

chairs, are sometimes, though rarely, used. It may

be remarked, without infringement of the spirit of the

rule which I have adopted in regard to the subject,

that, in no other German Asylum through which I

have passed, were the patients, at the time of my visit,

more exempt from restraining appliances than at Win-’

nenthal.

An idea of the importance given to employment, as an
element of the moral treatment, may be derived from the

subjoined extract taken from the “House-regulations”

already mentioned.

“Some regular occupation is an indispensable law of

the house, for every one of its occupants. This will be

designated, by the Superintendent, according to the cir-

cumstances and necessities of the patient. It forms a

material part of the curative method, from the observance

and fulfillment of which no patient can excuse himself.”

The report of 1837 says, “A rational activity is the

most general and most potent means in the management

of our patients, as it has been proved to be, a thousand

times, by experience in other places. Only a small por-

tion of our patients are unemployed, and repeated at-

tempts to induce these to work are made whenever a

favorable moment occurs.”

In the employment referred to in these extracts, intel-

lectual as well as manual occupation is included.
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The gardens and fields belonging to the institution com-

prise an extent of land equal to perhaps twelve or fifteen

acres. They are highly cultivated and planted with trees,

many of which are now heavily laden with apples, pears

and plums. The plum which, when dried, is known to us

by the term “prune,” grows here in great perfection.-

Bowers and summer-houses have been constructed in

various places upon the grounds, affording, in suitable

weather, agreeable retreats.

The Report of 1837 contains a detailed exposition of

the moral treatment, from which the following extracts,

in some instances abbreviated, are made.

“The women make charpie, pick silk, wind yarn, sew,

spin, carry wood and water, prepare vegetables, wash

dishes and clothes, and keep the apartments in order.-

As far as possible, that �which they have soiled or injured

is given them to cleanse or repair. They do light work

in the garden, clean the paths, pick fruit, and water plants.

By degrees, they are brought to work at household duties

which require more attention, particularly that of the

laundry. But few can be permitted to wash--as it is an

unhealthy and corrupting occupation-but a greater num-

ber can iron, mangle, and mend the clothes. Keeping the

linen and bed furniture of the institution, as well as the

clothes of the patients, in order, is one of the principal

occupations. Some women who desire it are permitted

to have small garden-beds, and although the laying-out

and planting of them often exhibits a burlesque compcp-

sition, still, the patients work is not interfered with, unless

the beginning is entirely absurd.

“In the better seasons, the women, with their work,

are in the garden nearly all the day, unless they take a

walk in the neighborhood, or,-what employs many
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agreeably-are commissioned to collect medicinal herbs.

Delicate work, such as embroidering, flower-making, and

painting, is not wanting. It is diversified as much as it

can be and keep usefulness in view. A merely frivolous,

trifling occupation is never permitted. With the object

of awakening or fostering the sentiment of benevolence,

it is understood that these articles of taste made by the

patients shall be given to their relatives and friends, or

to each other. So far as is compatible with the service

of the house, they are allowed considerable freedom in

the choice of work, and it is attempted to keep them em-

ployed from choice, since coercion, in every thing, is to

be avoided. Patients of all classes work, as it is desira-

ble to awaken in them a domestic and frugal disposition;

but attention is paid to their station in society, and it is

endeavored to restore them to that sphere for wbich they

were by nature designed, but to which education, destiny,

inclination or disinclination may have made them stran-

gers. Secular and spiritual songs are sung by them

while at work, or in their intervals of leisure.

“Few women take pleasure in games, but they find

much enjoyment in hearing agreeable, instructive and

consoling recitations, and in committing to memory good

poetry; while oral intercourse ever remains to them a

primary object. A few read French books, and exercise

themselves in speaking that language. With us, the pri-

mary object, in regard to all, is to give a proper direction

to the mind; to obtain and preserve its calmness and

equanimity.

“For the men, the various employments of the house-

hold and agricultural economy-in good weather, that of

the garden, and in bad, sawing and cutting wood, present

desirable opportunities for labor, which most of them wil-

lingly seize, not only for example’s sake, but for the agree-
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able sensation of physical comfort which such labor pro-

duces. Some work in the shop of the gate-keeper, who

is a cabinet-maker, and others at the lathe. We have no

shops for tailors and shoemakers, as these and similar

handicrafts are peculiarly liable to cause insanity; and

the garden, with the tilling of the soil, the gathering of

hay, collecting and pressing fruit, cleaning the numerous

walks, laying out new parterres, and nursing the flowers�

and supplying the house with wood, furnish healthy em-

ployment throughout the year. Even here, the leading

principle is, that the organ of the mind must be brought

into a vigorous condition before it can re-assume its former

more difficult labor.

“More manual labor is given to such as are accustomed

to it than to those who have been educated to intellectual

occupations; yet to the former, reading, writing, arithme-

tic and singing are appropriate. With the educated,

much time is devoted to the study and the practical use

of the ancient and modern languages, to history, natural

history, geography, the writing of essays, and epistolary

correspondence with their friends. When it can be done,

one patient is used for the encouragement and advance-

ment of the others. If the necessary mental strength be

regained, professional studies are resumed. To clergy-

men, theological, to jurists, legal, to physicians, medical,

and to merchants, mercantile works are given; so that,

if possible, they may leave the institution not only with

their former knowledge, but with even more extensive
acquirements. It is true that, with many, we must be

satisfied if they be brought to understand and to read the

easiest works. In many, no mental vitality has ever

sprung up. Their bowels have been their only god,-a

single leaf of the tree of life, their world. Yet the great

majority show that, beneath their burden of disease, they
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have a heart replete with moral qualities; and that, in

many instances, they have sacrificed themselves in their

devotion to the welfare of their fellow men.

“The skill and knowledge of individuals is turned, as

much as possible, to the advantage of the whole. For

example, we have frequently had an exhibition of fire-

works, and once, a balloon, manufactured by the patients.

Ninepins, billiards, cards, chess, draughts and dominoes

afford much entertainment to the men. Many of those

who are educated attend, with great enjoyment, the geo-

graphical lectures given by the chaplain. The Suabian

Mercury and the National Messenger are read by a ma-

jority with much satisfaction, and are useful in keeping

their ideas in constant remembrance of the outer and ra-

tional world. Eiercises in singing, for a small portion

of the men, take place twice in the week; and on Sat-

urday, the general practice of the songs for the ensuing

Sabbath. Every four or five weeks we have a musical

party, at which the instruments are accompanied by

voices, in quartette. Not only patients, but some of the

employes, and friends and acquaintances from the neigh-

borhood are invited to them.

“The social intercourse of the patients, among them-

selves, has great influence in effecting a cure. In the

parties among the females, which are given more partic-

ularly in winter, hours will frequently pass without the

exhibition of an irrational action, or the utterance of an

irrational word. Hence, how entirely groundless is the

fear which, unfortunately, is still often expressed, even

by the most judicious, that the thought of knowing him-

self to be associated with the insane must destroy the

last traces of reason which remained while the patient

continued with his family. As a general rule, the person

entering the hospital comes among persons much more
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healthy and rational than himself; and it is they, rather

than he, who have grounds for complaint in this re.

spect.

“Long excursions, on foot or in carriage, are made,

sometimes extending even to the Alps; and the groups of

pleasant hills and mountains which, in diversified forms,

boider this beautiful valley, invite to useful exercise by

ascending to their summits.”

Soon after the publication of the report from which the

foregoing extracts are taken, a gymnasium was construct-

ed, in which the variety of implements is greater than I

have heretofore seen at any institution for the insane.-.

One of them, since I know not its name and have never

seen it in America, may be described. A log, perhaps

thirty feet long and one foot in average diameter, is fixed

to the ground at one extremity. At a few feet from this

point, a block is placed beneath it, so that the opposite

extremity is elevated two or three feet, and without fur-

ther support. Its elasticity, from its great length, gives

it considerable motibn under a heavy weight. A person

may attempt to walk its length, turn around, gesticulate

or dance upon it; or two may stand upon it, each en-

deavoring to maintain his position while using his best

endeavors to oust his companion.

Maps and pictures ornament many of the apart

inents and corridors. In our walk through the depart.

ment for females, we entered a large room in which

twelve or fifteen patients were sewing. A piano con-

stituted part of the furniture. We seated oursei�’eg

and Dr. Zeller joined them in singing a variety of

songs, accompanied by the piano, from the selection

compiled at Siegburg. “The last rose of Summer,”

translated into German and adapted to its native, Eng-

lish air, was the most familiar, if not the most pleasing.

VOL. IX. NO. 4. H
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Among the musical instruments with which the institution

is furnished, is the zithern, or Tyrolese guitar.

As at many other German Asylums, so at Winnenthal

an annual festival is given to the patients. All whose

condition renders it justifiable, assemble upon some suit-

able and pleasant portion of the grounds, and, with music,

dancing, refreshments and social intercourse, pass an

afternoon of general enjoyment. In one of his later re-

ports, Dr. Zeller informs us that a course of chemical

lectures had been given by one of the patients, and that

they were attended by some of the residents of Winnen-

den.

I must again recur to the Report of 1837, for the expo-

ition of another branch of the moral treatment, that of

religious worship.

“Through the instrumentalily of the two Chaplains,

the Superintendent finds his restorative efforts greatly

assisted. The religious sentiment, in the mass of the

population of W#{252}rtemberg, is so profound, and it is so

much fostered by all our educational institutions that, if

its necessities were not satisfied here, all faith and confi-

dence in the Hospital would be lost. Even with those

in whom the deeper consciousness appears to be entirely

extinguished, a failure of the religious observance of the

Sabbath, and of the fast and feast-days, would cause a
painful void, not to be filled by any other means. The

satisfaction of this necessity is the basis of the judicious,

systematic order which is the life of the institution.-.

Wherein could the disordered, wandering reason of man

see its way more clearly, than in the unerring path of

godliness in which, alone, the talents of the healthy can

be educated in a truly rational manner? ****** As, often,

with the insane, when all attention to what is passing

around them apppears to be destroyed, it is afterwards
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proved that nothing, however insignificant, escaped their

notice, so, the religious power of the soul not unfrequently

continues to work in secret, finds its nourishment in the

correspondent emotions of others, and prepares for its

earlier or later re-awakening.

“In many instances insanity arises from the losa of

some real or imaginary good, as property, honor, by-c,

friendship, innocence, a quiet conscience; or from the

fear of losing it; or perhaps from the despair of its ac-

quisition; or from the doubt of assistance in the event of

misfortune. This ground-tone of most mental maladies,

this anxious condition of the mind, with the uncomfortable,

painful bodily susceptibility, leads to a general moral

depression and a clouding of the spiritual clearness, and

is then re-echoed in all the blissful intoxication of insai�.

ity. The soul, in its innate tendency to be happy, over-

springs its true, eternal felicity into the delusion of unend-

ing happiness. If, then, we would effect a radical Cure,

not only, as a general rule, must all the bodily di�ea��

which accompanies or is a condition of the mental dii.

turbance, be removed, but this painful internal diScord-

ance must be destroyed. Some inalienable good mtSt

be substituted for that which has been lost. Assistance

must be rendered to these unfortunate beings, and nothing

can render more than religion.

“Even the outward circumstances, the act of assem-

bling, the quietude, the order and especially the singing

must have a favorable effect upon many patients. Hith-

erto, not one of our religious gatherings has been dis-

turbed; nay, the quiet and composure of most of the pa-

tients exceeds that of the many religious assemblies of

the sane. No patient is any way compelled to attend the

services, and yet more than two-thirds of them are gene-

rally present.”
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STATISTICS,

From 1834 to 1846, both inclusive.

Men. Women. Total.
Admitted, 541 333 874
Discharged, cured... 158 118 276
Improved,.. 137 �76 213
Unimproved, 111 62 173
Unsuitable,.. 2 3 5
Died,.... 70 34 J�O4
Remaining in the Hospital, 63 40 103

Total, 541 333 874

In the subjoined table, the patients admitted in the

three years ending in 1843, are not included.

Men. Women. Total.
Single,. 229 119 345
Married, 133 84 217
Widowed,. 10 37

DivOrCed, 7 7

TOtal, 379 237 616

One man was blind before the origin of his mental d�s..

order. Three of the patients were deaf and dumb, and

one of them recovered from the insanity. There are, at

nearly all times, some cases of paralysie g#{233}n#{233}ralein
the hospital. No one has ever recovered.

(To be continued.)




